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Introduction
There has been a gradual but noticeable growth in scholarship concerning 
food globally, particularly in the last decade. One of the longest running and 
most inf luential forces behind this phenomenon is the Oxford Symposium 
on Food and Cookery (1981–present) which was originally founded and 
co-chaired by Alan Davidson, pre-eminent food historian, diplomat, and 
author of The Oxford Companion to Food, and Dr Theodore Zeldin, the 
celebrated social historian of France. This spawned a dedicated publishing 
house, Prospect Books, which published the conference proceedings and 
also the journal Petits Propos Culinaires (PPC), now approaching its 100th 
issue. Prospect Books boast an impressive catalogue of monographs, transla-
tions, conference proceedings and collections of essays around the subject 
of food and cookery. Petits Propos Culinaires was joined by other journals 
interested in food and culture including Gastronomica: The Journal of Food 
and Culture (University of California Press); Food, Culture and Society: An 
International Journal of Multidisciplinary Research (published on behalf 
of the Association for the Study of Food and Society (ASFS)); Food and 
Foodways (Taylor & Francis); Food and History (biannual scientific review 
of the Institut Européen d’Histoire et des Cultures de l’Alimentation/
European Institute for the History and Culture of Food (IEHCA)); Journal 
of Culinary Science & Technology (Taylor & Francis); and, most recently, 
the International Journal of Gastronomy and Food Science (AZTI-Tecnalia/
Elsevier).
A number of the University Presses (Oxford, Columbia, Chicago, 
California) have added food collections to their catalogues, and other 
publishing houses such as Bloomsbury, Berg, ABC-Clio, Greenwood 
Press, Altamira, Grub Street and Reaktion also have dedicated food series. 
Since the publication of The Oxford Companion to Food (Davidson 1999), 
there has been a surge in reference books and encyclopaedias around the 
topic (Kiple and Ornelas 2000; Smith 2004; Parasecoli and Scholliers 
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2011; Albala 2011; Kraig and Sen 2013). Food and cooking have become so 
visible in popular culture that many international journals have brought 
out special issues focusing on culinary materialism (Collapse: Philosophical 
Research and Development, Vol. VII, 2011), food history (International 
Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management, Vol. 25, No. 2, 2013), 
cookbooks (M/C Journal, Vol. 16, No. 3, 2013) or food cultures (Cultural 
Studies Review, Vol. 19, No. 1, 2013).
The study of gastronomy in Ireland, equally, has shown steady growth 
in recent years, with doctoral research in particular casting new and much 
needed light on previous perceptions of Ireland’s food heritage which 
traditionally had focused more on famines than on feasting. A number 
of individuals have laid the foundations for this work: scholars such as 
Anthony T. Lucas, Louis Michael Cullen, Kevin Danaher, Leslie Clarkson, 
Margaret Crawford, Fergus Kelly and Regina Sexton immediately come to 
mind. The Agricultural History Society of Ireland (AHSI) held a special 
conference in 2013 to discuss the veracity of Lucas’s (1960) assertion that 
‘from prehistory to the close of the 17th century, corn and milk were the 
mainstay of the national food’. Scholars from the disciplines of food sci-
ence, archaeology, history and folklore, using the most up-to-date analysis 
techniques, concluded that Lucas was broadly correct, but that a higher 
level of beef consumption than previously believed was evident from the 
osteo-archaeological data they unearthed. The prevalence of pig meat noted 
in written sources compared to the actual archaeological evidence was thus 
explained. Pig meat was a celebratory food, used at feasts and banquets, 
which made it more likely to be documented than other elements of the 
everyday diet.
One by-product of the intense road building programme of the ‘Celtic 
Tiger’ years (1995–2007) is the Archaeology and the National Roads 
Authority Monograph series, which includes the 2009 volume Dining 
and Dwelling, in which one can find a clearer picture of our culinary herit-
age based on archaeological evidence. Indeed, such is the current interest 
in gastronomy that the Royal Irish Academy has commissioned a special 
thematic volume of the journal Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, 
Section C, titled Food and Drink in Ireland, due to be published in 2015.
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Areas of gastronomy have had dedicated core modules in the Culinary 
Arts programmes in the Dublin Institute of Technology for nearly fifteen 
years now. Gastronomy has been interpreted in its widest sense to include 
the history, sociology, anthropology, psychology and aesthetics of food and 
beverage, and not merely the narrow definitions of ‘the culinary customs of 
a particular region’ or ‘the art or science of good eating’ associated with the 
word in many dictionaries. It is this wider definition of gastronomy that is 
embraced by the Dublin Gastronomy Symposium (DGS), and indeed by 
this volume. Many of the chapters in this book stem from presentations 
at the inaugural DGS in 2012, while others arrived independently or by 
request in order to strengthen the Irish angle.
There are still some commentators, however, who argue that Ireland 
does not have a food culture and that the term ‘Irish cuisine’ is oxymoronic 
(Myers 2002; Cotter 1999). Diner (2001, p. 85) suggests that Ireland failed 
to develop an elaborate national food culture, and that, unlike other coun-
tries, ‘Irish writers of memoir, poems, stories, political tracts, or songs rarely 
included the details of food in describing daily life’. She also notes that those 
who observed or recorded Irish voices seldom represented them as wanting 
to eat better or as craving exotic food items. Though there may be some 
truth in these arguments as they pertain to certain classes of migrants at a 
specific time and place in history, as a methodology this overlooks a long 
tradition of hospitality in Ireland. Indeed, one only needs to consider how 
the Middle Irish tale ‘Aislinge Meic Con Glinne’ or Antaine Ó Raiftearaí’s 
(1784–1835) poem ‘Bainis an tS’leacháin Mhóir’ employ food to satirise a 
lack of hospitality to find illustrations of how prominently gastronomy 
features in Irish literary representations. Diner also ignores a long tradition 
described by Simms (1978, p. 78) as ‘guesting and feasting’, whereby the 
Brehon Law tracts outlined various legal rights to hospitality in Ireland, or 
where hosts voluntarily issued invitations to a feast. Cullen (1981, p. 141), 
writing about the early modern period, notes that butter consumption in 
Ireland was the highest in the world, that meat consumption per capita was 
also relatively high, and that the range of meat eaten was uniquely wide-
ranging, making the Irish diet and cooking ‘one of the most interesting 
culinary traditions in Europe’.
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Terry Eagleton (1997) proposes that the most celebrated food-text of 
English literature is the work of an Anglo-Irish patriot, Jonathan Swift’s 
A Modest Proposal (1729), in which he bitterly recommended munch-
ing babies as a solution to his country’s economic ills. During the Great 
Famine, this may well have happened. As Swift’s fellow Dubliner Oscar 
Wilde observed: ‘life has a remarkable knack of imitating art’. Eagleton 
suggests that the starved words, gaunt bodies and sterile landscapes of 
Beckett’s dramas may well carry within them a race memory of the Irish 
famine, and that it is possible to read Beckett’s meticulously pared-down 
prose as a satirical smack at the blather and blarney of stage-Irish speech. 
Beckett, he argues, ‘hoards his meagre clutch of words like a tight-fisted 
peasant, ringing pedantic changes on the same few signs or stage proper-
ties like someone eking out a scanty diet’. Eagleton continues that there is, 
perhaps, a Protestant suspicion of superf luity in evidence here, in contrast 
to the extravagant ebullience of James Joyce, the linguistic opulence of 
John Millington Synge or the verbal gluttony of Brendan Behan. Language 
in Irish culture, however, is associated less with food than with drink. 
The three main themes of this volume are language (literature), food and 
drink. As drink f lows in, so words pour out, each fuelling the other in a 
self-sustaining process. In fact, despite our reputation for drunkenness and 
the close association with Guinness particularly, Eagleton points out that 
‘apart from the notoriously bibulous trinity of Behan, Flann O’Brien and 
Patrick Kavanagh, remarkably few Irish writers have been alcoholics – far 
fewer than American authors, for whom alcohol seems as much of a pre-
requisite as a typewriter’ (Eagleton 1997).
Given the stereotypical propensity of Irish writers for the demon drink, 
it is logical that this volume should open with a section dealing with liter-
ary representations of Irish gastronomy. Dorothy Cashman’s essay explores 
an aspect of the Anglo-Irish writer Maria Edgeworth’s work that may not 
be widely known, namely her culinary sensibility. Elite households such 
as the one in which Edgeworth lived ate a strange mixture of Anglo-Irish 
cuisine and a native Irish diet. In Cashman’s view, ‘this co-existence would 
not be unusual in the culinary history of a country’. Archival research into 
the household accounts of the period produces fascinating findings as to 
what was being consumed by the elite classes, who looked to France and 
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England for examples of best practice, but evidence of what the ordinary 
Irish were consuming is less readily available. Then there is that other issue, 
particularly prominent in nineteenth-century Ireland when Edgeworth 
produced much of her literary work: the narrative of famine, a narrative 
that does not take in the whole story of food in Ireland. Cashman man-
ages to make a strong case for a closer consideration of the way in which 
Irish eating habits in the period during which Edgeworth wrote of fer an 
excellent insight as to the mores and mentality of the time. Venison, sweet 
plums, salmon, lobsters, game of all sorts – this was the fare that was served 
at the tables of the better-of f members of the Anglo-Irish aristocracy, who 
saw themselves as the equal of their English counterparts at the time.
James Joyce was never one to see himself as being inferior to anyone, 
English or Irish. Flicka Small’s chapter delves into the rich food compen-
dium that is Ulysses, a novel that starts and ends with breakfast. Leopold 
Bloom’s diet is rather exotic – he loves eating the inner organs of beasts 
and fowls – and, strangely enough for the time, his domain is the kitchen. 
Small points out the particular role that food plays in Joyce’s novel: ‘Bloom’s 
memories of a more intimate time with Molly are related to food, and 
many of the happiest ones are of the two of them eating together’. ‘Food 
memories’ abound in Ulysses and the world is viewed very much in terms 
of food. Small notes how Bloom considers that ‘a vegetable diet can make 
a person poetical. He can almost taste death, which he imagines tasting 
like raw turnips; he thinks that cheese is like the corpse of milk …’.
Michael Flanagan’s chapter deals with the prevalence of food in chil-
dren’s literature, a constantly recurring motif in that particular genre. The 
examples chosen come in the main from classic texts such as Lewis Carroll’s 
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1866), Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist 
and A Christmas Carol, Kenneth Grahame’s The Wind in the Willows 
(1908), and numerous fairytales such as Little Red Riding Hood, Hansel 
and Gretel, Sleeping Beauty, all of which would have been widely read in 
Ireland. These texts have a strong emphasis on food (or the lack thereof ), 
which is viewed as being inseparable from the characters’ other preoccupa-
tions. Enid Blyton’s Famous Five books are interesting simply in terms of 
the amount of time which these intrepid young sleuths devote to eating. 
According to Flanagan, the five have a balanced diet: ‘Sweets are eaten 
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sparingly; hunks of crusty bread are accompanied by handfuls of radishes 
or fresh fruit. The children manage a structured approach to eating.’
Eamon Maher delves into the literary imagination of John McGahern 
and finds a treasure trove of references to food and drink. From pints of 
Guinness and ham sandwiches in Blake’s Pub in Enniskillen, to the manda-
tory meal in The Royal Hotel that Mahoney of fers as a reward to his son for 
getting a university scholarship in The Dark, or the sophisticated London 
restaurants described in The Leavetaking and The Pornographer, it can be 
seen that McGahern’s literary universe revolved around the table or the bar 
counter. The most common culinary treat in the various fictional texts of 
the Leitrim writer is what would have been referred to as the mixed grill. 
Lamb chops, sausages, black pudding, tomatoes, eggs and fried bread were 
the main ingredients of this popular dish, celebrated in McGahern’s texts, 
which also provide detailed descriptions of whiskey and Guinness that 
could only have been written by a connoisseur of these drinks. Gastronomic 
culture, for McGahern, was an indispensable component of the various 
social and religious rituals that punctuate the lives of his characters, which 
is undoubtedly why he spent so much time lovingly evoking them.
The first section of the book concludes with Rhona Richman 
Kenneally’s discussion of Sebastian Barry’s 2002 novel Annie Dunne, which, 
she argues, illustrates the extent to which food is a source of communal 
expression in Ireland. Set in the late 1950s, the novel ‘devotes remarkable 
attention to growing, preparing, serving, eating, and even excreting food’. 
Food is also a source of empowerment for the eponymous heroine of the 
novel, who is an accomplished food provider. The contrast between eating 
habits in the city, Dublin and the more traditional rural areas evoked in 
the novel are quite stark: ‘The transition to commercialised, standardised 
food production, and its increasing displacement from country to city, 
are sources of dissatisfaction to Annie, although it is true that she is also 
depicted as having missed Dublin life (and food) during her first years 
in the country …’. Kenneally concludes that a fictional account like that 
contained in Annie Dunne confirms the view often made by historians 
like Joe Lee (1989, p. 384) that one must turn to its writers for insight into 
the ‘larger truth’ of Irish culture and society at any given moment in time.
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Section II deals with culinary and dining traditions in Ireland, begin-
ning with Tony Kiely’s chapter which uses oral history as a tool to unlock 
the richness of the life experiences of Dublin Tenement mothers. He focuses 
on how these accomplished food providers ‘managed’, performing the daily 
miracle of putting food on the table for their families during the 1950s. 
The chapter reveals the various mechanisms used by these extraordinary 
women as they negotiated the power of the Catholic Church and of less 
than co-operative husbands. The food choices, purchasing and storage 
routines varied between households. Stews, for example, were ‘your moth-
er’s stew’ and, being gleaned from family tradition, ‘never changed’, often 
causing familial problems after marriage. One woman commented: ‘He 
[her husband] spent the whole of his life longing for his mother’s stew.’ 
Oral history also forms the basis for Máirtín Mac Con Iomaire’s chapter, 
which traces the inf luence of French haute cuisine on the development of 
Dublin restaurants. From the opening of Restaurant Jammet in 1901 to 
the continued success of Restaurant Patrick Guilbaud, the key milestones 
and individuals on this journey are identified and discussed. Despite the 
assertion by the editor of Le Guide du Routard in 2011 that ‘the Irish dining 
experience was now as good, if not better, than anywhere in the world’, few 
are aware that two Dublin restaurants in the 1950s were considered among 
the best in Europe, and that in 1965 Egon Ronay suggested that the Russell 
Restaurant must be among the best in the world. Mac Con Iomaire’s chapter 
charts the rise, stagnation and gradual rebirth of fine-dining restaurants in 
Dublin over more than a century.
In her essay, Marjorie Deleuze asks ‘why has Ireland turned into a 
nation of foodies?’ She traces the term ‘foodie’ to Gael Greene in 1980 and 
notes how the pejorative connotation Paul Levy and Ann Barr attached to 
their The Of ficial Foodie Handbook has progressively been lost, although 
it might still sometimes retain a ‘mocking edge’. Deleuze charts the grad-
ual growth of interest in food in the media from ‘finger licking’ Monica 
Sheridan in the early years of Raidió Teilifís Éireann (RTÉ) – the state 
broadcaster – to today’s ubiquitous food programming, cookbooks and 
blogs. She suggests that the declining inf luence of the Catholic Church 
has resulted in the Irish regarding food less as an occasion of sin and more 
as a symbol of national pride, as we promote the consumption of local, 
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ethical, artisan food. Taking examples from Bord Fáilte brochures over the 
years, this chapter outlines the role that both the tourism and food indus-
tries have played in promoting Irish food. It is this promotional process, 
and the inf luence wielded by each Irish citizen through their food choice, 
that concerns John Mulcahy’s chapter. The Irish economy and society, he 
suggests, could be transformed through gastronomic nationalism. Giving 
examples from Singapore, New Zealand, Scotland and Norway, Mulcahy 
argues that a gastronomy-driven economy is realistic, viable and sustain-
able, as gastronomy of fers a scalable, cost-ef fective means of local and 
regional development, with the potential to strengthen identity, enhance 
appreciation of the environment, and encourage the regeneration of local 
heritage and the local economy.
The final section of the book concerns itself with beverage consump-
tion and the psychological melding of the pub with a certain sense of 
‘Irishness’. Tara McConnell’s chapter details how ‘beer and ale not only 
formed a necessary element of the daily nutritional intake of servants and 
workers, but also found a place on the sideboards of the privileged classes 
in this period’. Traditionally, it would have been wine, and claret in par-
ticular, that would have been associated with the nobility and gentry of 
Georgian Ireland. However, beer consumption was also common among 
this class, who, along with other groups, often considered it ‘a nutritious 
and wholesome alternative to unsafe water supplies’. Beer formed part of the 
remuneration package of labouring men, in the form of a beer allowance. 
Some of the larger estates, such as Carton in Kildare, engaged the services 
of a full-time brewer, who was expected to produce high quality produce, 
which was often served at meals. McConnell concludes by remarking that 
beer was ‘the most democratic of beverages’, being employed equally in 
servants’ halls and elite dining rooms.
Brian Murphy’s chapter begins by quoting from a January 2012 edition 
of the Lonely Planet in which it was stated that the pub was the main attrac-
tion for visitors coming to Ireland. It is seen as the place which captures 
the real pulse of the Irish nation. In his examination of the lessons that 
can be learned from the success of the Irish pub abroad, Murphy argues 
that the general perception of Irish culture and society has ultimately been 
enhanced by this locale, which has become synonymous with ‘craic’, music 
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and animation. The chapter concludes by noting that the Irish pub abroad 
acts as a type of ‘cultural ambassador’ that establishes strong ties to Ireland 
and ultimately brings more tourists to our shores.
Eugene O’Brien brings the section and the book to a conclusion with a 
lively discussion of how Bloomsday and Arthur’s Day, two highly successful 
icons of Irish culture, have become what he refers to as ‘secular sacraments’. 
Quoting the description of how to pull a pint of Guinness correctly avail-
able on the website of that famous company, O’Brien detects ‘a ritualistic 
and almost sacramental aspect’ to the instructions provided. He describes 
the process ‘as a form of secular transubstantiation’, something that might 
go some way towards explaining why Guinness has been so long associated 
with Ireland and Irishness. The emergence of Arthur’s Day, which is akin to 
a ‘Guinness feast day’ – something that causes heated debate between the 
drinks groups and those concerned about the unacceptably high incidence 
of heavy drinking among all generations of Irish people – ‘is an example of 
sacramental time being interfused into secular time’, and it has begun to 
gain the same type of traction that one associates with Bloomsday. Social 
and cultural capital are linked with the two events, which leads O’Brien to 
conclude that, just as Ulysses is as much an event as a book, so too Guinness 
has become more than a black drink with a creamy head; it is now a cultural 
symbol with almost sacramental status.
Smoked salmon, lamb, beef, whiskey, Guinness, stew, the Irish break-
fast, milk, potatoes, chocolate, a warm welcome, the pub, hotels, restau-
rants … when one thinks of it, Ireland has a lot to of fer visitors in terms of 
the quality and variety of the gastronomic experience they will encounter 
here. Long gone are the days where the potato was served with every meal 
and where sauces were a rarity. Wine consumption is increasing exponen-
tially and the Irish, having become accustomed to eating out more regularly 
during the Celtic Tiger period, now continue to consume a greater vari-
ety of food and drink products, often in the home. More and more Irish 
people now have an intimate knowledge of their food and wine and are 
not content with a dreary, monotonous diet. For those who can af ford it, 
there are an increasing number of places to sample various forms of cui-
sine. One could even go so far as to suggest that, in an era of technologi-
cal sophistication and rapid communication, the good news story of Irish 
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gastronomy might be transmitted to a broad audience in order to dispel 
the myth that one cannot enjoy reasonably priced and locally produced 
food and drink in this country. Clearly, it will take a long time to compete 
with the likes of France and Austria in this area, but it is possible that the 
world will soon come to appreciate that Ireland can tickle people’s palate 
with the best of them.
What follows is by no means an exhaustive study of gastronomy in 
Irish culture and literature and in the Irish public imagination. Rather, it is 
a first step in what will be an ever-increasing preoccupation for anyone who 
is even remotely interested in how food and drink contribute in a singular 
fashion to the economy, identity and literature of the island nation that is 
Ireland. We hope that readers will find something with which to sate their 
appetite as they explore this fascinating subject.
Bon appétit!
Máirtín Mac Con Iomaire and Eamon Maher
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